Empress of the Nile: the daredevil archaeologist who saved Egypt’s ancient temples from destruction
by Lynne Olson - 932.0072 DESROCHES-NOBLECOURT by OLSON
Tells the story of a French archaeologist who led the international effort to save ancient Egyptian temples from the floodwaters of the Aswan Dam as well as her activities during the French Resistance in World War II.

Horse Barbie: a memoir
by Geena Rocero - B ROCERO
A dazzling testimony from an icon who sits at the center of transgender history and activism, Horse Barbie is a celebratory and universal story of survival, love, and pure joy.

The Barbizon: the hotel that set women free
by Paulina Bren - 305.4 BREN
The award-winning author of The Greengrocer and His TV presents a history of New York’s famous residential hotel and its celebrity clients, from Rita Hayworth and Joan Crawford to Grace Kelly and Liza Minelli.

Class: a memoir
by Stephanie Land - B LAND
Class paints an intimate and heartbreaking portrait of motherhood as it converges and often conflicts with personal desire and professional ambition.

The doctors Blackwell
by Janice P. Nimura - B BLACKWELL by NIMURA
Presents a biography of two pioneering sisters who became America’s first female doctors and transformed New York’s medical establishment by creating a hospital by and for women.
The exceptions: Nancy Hopkins, MIT, and the fight for women in science
by Kate Zernike - 331.4133 ZERNIKE
The powerful—and inspiring—story of Nancy Hopkins, a reluctant feminist who, in 1999, became the leader of 16 female scientists who forced MIT to publicly admit it had been discriminating against its female faculty for years.

Madame Restell: the life, death, and resurrection of old New York's most fabulous, fearless, and infamous abortionist
by Jennifer Wright - 362.1988 RESTELL by WRIGHT
The story of Madame Restell, a glamorous Manhattan socialite who used her vast resources to provide healthcare to women, despite the efforts of male doctors to reduce the role of women in medicine.

Blackbirds Singing: Inspiring Black Women's Speeches from the Civil War to the Twenty-first Century
by Janet Dewart Bell - 815.008 BELL
This collection of speeches by African American women from the nineteenth century until today features contributions from such trailblazers as Harriet Tubman, Barbara Lee, Josephine Baker and Barbara Jordan.

When women lead: what they achieve, why they succeed, and how we can learn from them
by Julia Boorstin - 658.4 BOORSTIN
Collecting stories of over 60 female CEOs and leaders, and dozens of new studies, Boorstin reveals how once-underestimated characteristics, like vulnerability, gratitude, and divergent thinking, can be vital superpowers for the future of business and our world at large.

Lady justice: women, the law, and the battle to save America
by Dahlia Lithwick - 345.7302 LITHWICK
Dahlia Lithwick, one of the nation's foremost legal commentators, tells the gripping and heroic story of the women lawyers who fought the racism, sexism, and xenophobia of Donald Trump's presidency—and won.

The daughters of Kobani: a story of rebellion, courage, and justice
by Gayle Tzemach Lemmon - 956.9104 LEMMON
The story of how an all-female Kurdish militia drove ISIS from the Syrian town of Kobani, empowering the women of that region and earning the respect and support of U.S. Special Operations Forces.

Opinions: a decade of arguments, criticisms, and minding other people's business
by Roxane Gay - 814 GAY
A contributing opinion writer to the New York Times and beloved cultural critic tackles big issues embroiling society alongside more individually personalized matters through a collection of essays that cover such topics as politics, feminism, culture wars, civil rights and much more.

Unbroken: my fight for survival, hope, and justice for Indigenous women and girls
by Angela Sterritt - 971.1004 STERRITT
The award-winning journalist investigates cases of missing and murdered Indigenous women in Canada, showing how colonialism and racism led to a society where she struggled to survive as a young person, relying entirely on her own strength, resilience and creativity along with the support of her ancestors and community to find her way.

Birth control: the insidious power of men over motherhood
by Allison Yarrow - 362.1984 YARROW
An award-winning journalist exposes the ways that modern maternal healthcare is designed to take power from women, and offers solutions to return power and control to birthing people.

If you want something done: leadership lessons from bold women
by Nikki Haley - 320.082 HALEY
The former Governor and Ambassador to the United Nations offers examples of women who were able to succeed in the face of obstacles, from famous names such as Margaret Thatcher and Gold Meir, to lesser known leaders.